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The simplified version of  DÀ YĂN ZHĪ SHÙ [大衍之數] is the  DÀ YĂN ZHĪ SHÙ

For the umpteenth time, I've just read about “the complexity of  the traditional method of  casting 
hexagrams”.
I know. The three coins are largely speed and quite 'portable'.
But with a little effort, we are able to not give up to the complexity, without simplistic simplifications I 
read on the populous yarrow sourroundings.

I apologize if  I take the liberty to assume your knowledge on Da Yan complex anxiogenic method.

At the first of  18 'turns', -each of  which composed by three phases/changes- needed to form an 
hexagram, when you get the first yarrow remainder (at the first phase, after dividing the 49 yarrow stalks 
in two groups, and placing one yarrow from right group in your left hand), you may have one of  these 
situations and these simple-arithmetical-consequent-effects:

A) remainder of  4 sticks: pick out 4 sticks from the right group.
B) remainder of  3 sticks: pick out 1 stick from the right group.
C) remainder of  2 sticks: pick out 2 sticks from the right group.
D) remainder of  1 stick: pick out 3 sticks from the right group.

The first phase (of  three) is just finished. You can have a remainder of  9 or 5 (1+4+4; 1+3+1; 1+2+2; 
1+1+3)
You need not to count off  the other group. Arithmetic is not an opinion, nor an oracle. 
Probability may be.
Set aside this group, as usually.

Combine again the stalks still present, which may be 40 or 44.
Divide, place a stick (from the right group) in your left hand as usually, then count off  by four the left 
group to these results:

A) remainder of  4 sticks: pick out 3 sticks from the right group.
B) remainder of  3 sticks: pick out 4 sticks from the right group.
C) remainder of   2 sticks: pick out 1 stick from the right group.
D) remainder of  1 sticks: pick out 2 sticks from the right group.

After this second phase/change, put aside those remaining [4 or 8, between the fingers], and combine 
again the present stalks, which may be 40, 36, or 32.

Divide, place, count off  and return them according to the former procedure. This is called the third 
Change. Those placed between the fingers will be the same as those in the second Change [i.e. 4 or 8].

Time taken: up to 1 minut 30 seconds for line.
I think acceptable.
And...this is the complete and traditional yarrow stalks method, only in his natural abridged form.
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